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Strange metal behavior is ubiquitous in correlated materials ranging from cuprate19

superconductors to bilayer graphene. It may arise from physics beyond the quantum20

fluctuations of a Landau order parameter. In quantum critical heavy fermion antiferro-21

magnets, such physics may be realized as critical Kondo entanglement of spin and charge22

and probed by optical conductivity. We present terahertz time-domain transmission spec-23

troscopy on molecular beam epitaxy-grown thin films of YbRh2Si2, a model strange metal24

compound. We observe frequency over temperature scaling of the optical conductivity as25

a hallmark of beyond-Landau quantum criticality. Our discovery suggests that critical26

charge fluctuations play a central role in the strange metal behavior, thereby elucidating27

one of the long-standing mysteries of correlated quantum matter.28
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Quantum critical behavior as prescribed by the Landau framework of order parameter fluc-49

tuations (1,2) has been clearly identified in insulating quantum magnets such as LiHoF4 (3) and50

TlCuCl3 (4). In strongly correlated metals, however, this framework often fails. In the strange51

metal (5) regime of various correlated systems (6), electronic localization-delocalization tran-52

sitions have been reported (7–14) and it is an outstanding question whether they are a key53

ingredient of beyond-Landau quantum criticality. To make progress, it is essential to study the54

dynamics of charge carriers in a suitable setting.55

We chose the heavy fermion metal YbRh2Si2 (15) for our investigation because it has a56

well-defined quantum critical point (15, 16) and shows evidence for an electron localization-57

delocalization transition (7,8) in its strange metal regime. An ideal tool to study such properties58

are optical conductivity measurements in the relevant frequency window, which is typically the59

terahertz (THz) range and below for heavy fermion systems. However, such measurements60

are challenging on bulk samples because the Kramers-Kronig transformation to extract the real61

and imaginary parts of the optical conductivity from reflectivity measurements introduces sub-62

stantial uncertainty at low frequencies (17). Thus, we resorted to a different approach: We63

performed THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy experiments on thin films of YbRh2Si264

grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Our measurements reveal ω/T scaling of the optical65

conductivity, thereby elucidating the mechanism for strange metal phenomena.66

To grow epitaxial thin films of YbRh2Si2 on (THz transparent) Ge substrates (Fig. 1A), we67

used a specially equipped MBE system (18). The epitaxial growth of phase-pure YbRh2Si2 is68

confirmed by X-ray diffraction (Fig. 1B) (18), and the high quality of the film and the film-69

substrate interface are revealed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 1, C70

and D) (18). The temperature dependence of the (quasi) dc electrical resistivity ρ(T ) of these71

films (18) is similar to that of bulk single crystals (15, 19) (Fig. 2). Most notably, it displays72

strange metal behavior, ρ = ρ0 + A′Tα (Fig. 2B), with an exponent α that strongly deviates73
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from the Fermi liquid value α = 2, and tends to α = 1 in the low-temperature limit (Fig. S1).74

The frequency dependence of the real part of the complex optical conductivity, Re(σ), mea-75

sured at temperatures between 1.4 and 250 K and frequencies between 0.25 and 2.6 THz, is76

shown in Fig. 3A (see Fig. S2 for the imaginary part, Im(σ)). The dc electrical conductivity77

σ = 1/ρ values, plotted as symbols at ω = 0, are compatible with the extrapolation of the78

finite frequency results to zero frequency. Both Re(σ) and Im(σ) are flat and featureless at79

temperatures above about 80 K (indicating strong incoherent scattering of charges), but develop80

sizeable temperature and frequency dependence at lower temperatures, with spectral weight of81

Re(σ) being transferred to low frequencies. The increasingly sharp and pronounced resonance82

of Re(σ), with non-Lorentzian shape (i.e., non-Drude behavior, see Fig. S3), may, in clean83

samples, be associated with non-Fermi liquid behavior. These results confirm deviations from84

simple Drude behavior seen earlier in optical reflectivity measurements in the far-infrared range85

on bulk YbRh2Si2 single crystals (20).86

To explore dynamical scaling, we analyze the frequency-dependent intrinsic optical con-87

ductivity σin(ω) by subtracting a residual resistivity due to impurity scattering; this subtrac-88

tion is motivated by analogy to the Matthiessen’s law used for the dc resistivity (18). We plot89

Re[σin(ω)] · Tα as a function of ~ω/(kBT ), where ~ is the Planck constant divided by 2π and90

kB the Boltzmann constant, for temperatures (T ≤ 15 K) well below the material’s Kondo tem-91

perature TK = 24 K (15) (Fig. 3B) and frequencies below 2 THz. Indeed, for α ≈ 1, all curves92

collapse, demonstrating ω/T scaling of Re[σin(ω)].93

How can the optical conductivity, which probes charge fluctuations, show critical ω/T scal-94

ing at an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point where, a priori, only spin fluctuations are95

expected – and indeed observed (21–23) – to be critical? A natural way for this to happen is to96

have a critical form of the Kondo entanglement between the local moments and the conduction97

electrons (24–26), as illustrated in Fig. 4. Across the quantum critical point, the conduction98
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electrons go from being (asymptotically) decoupled from the local moments (bottom left box)99

to being entangled with them (bottom right box). Correspondingly, the elementary excitations100

change from separate charge (single conduction electrons/holes) and spin excitations (top left101

box) to the heavy quasiparticles (top right box) that are hybrids of the slow composite fermions102

(large tadpole) and the bare conduction electrons (small tadpole). In other words, the single103

electron excitations capture the continuous onset of the Kondo entanglement at the quantum104

critical point and are part of the critical degrees of freedom. Thus, optical conductivity, which105

probes the charge current of the elementary excitations, manifests the singular fluctuations of106

the QCP. In fact, within the Landau description of a metallic antiferromagnetic quantum crit-107

ical point (1, 2), the slow long-wavelength fluctuations of the order parameter alone describe108

a Gaussian fixed point, where ω/T scaling is violated. The incorporation of the single elec-109

tron excitations in the quantum critical spectrum not only makes charge fluctuations part of the110

quantum criticality, but also turns the fixed point into an interacting one (24), thereby leading111

to ω/T scaling.112

Dynamical scaling of the optical conductivity in the region of T -linear resistivity has also113

been analyzed in an optimally doped Bi-2212 cuprate (27). There, different scaling functions114

are needed in different ω/T ranges, leaving open the question of how the fluctuations of the115

charge carriers connect with the robust linear-in-temperature resistivity of the cuprate super-116

conductors. By contrast, in the present study of YbRh2Si2, a single ω/T scaling form is un-117

covered in its strange metal regime. It is important to explore the dynamical scaling of the118

optical conductivity in other materials classes with strange metal behavior; one can then assess119

whether the charge carrier dynamics emerging from a localization-delocalization quantum crit-120

ical point, as proposed here, is a universal mechanism of strange metal behavior. This scaling121

form also provides an intriguing link to the quantum scaling of metal-insulator transitions, both122

in Mott-Hubbard (28–30) and in disordered systems (31).123
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Our results demonstrate that charge carriers are a central ingredient of the singular physics at124

the border of antiferromagnetic order, providing direct evidence for the beyond-Landau nature125

of metallic quantum criticality. Our findings also delineate the role of electronic localization126

transitions in strange metal phenomena, which are relevant to a variety of strongly correlated127

materials (32) and beyond (33).128

129
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Figure 1: YbRh2Si2 thin films grown by molecular beam epitaxy. (A) Visualization of the

lattice matching between YbRh2Si2 (blue circles, black lines) and Ge (green circles, red lines),

with the crystallographic c directions pointing out of the plane. For the Yb atoms to associate

with the Ge atoms, the respective unit cells (thick lines, see panel C right) are rotated by 45◦

with respect to each other around the c direction. (B) High-resolution X-ray diffraction pattern,

with all peaks identified as due to the film or Ge substrate, confirming that the film is phase pure

YbRh2Si2. (C) Atomic resolution high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron

microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image of the interface between film (top left) and substrate (bot-

tom left), representative enlarged views with simulated overlays (center), and the corresponding

unit cells (right). (D) Intensity profiles along the red dashed lines in (C left), within the film

(upper line, left panel) and across the interface (lower line, right panel).
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Figure 2: Electrical resistivity of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. (A) Normalized resistance of an

MBE-grown YbRh2Si2 film, and a bulk single crystal with current j within the tetragonal aa

plane (15) for comparison. The film was measured using the van der Pauw technique. (B)

Corresponding low-temperature resistivities, with the residual resistivities (ρ0 = 11.6µΩcm

and 2.45µΩcm for the MBE and bulk (15) samples, respectively, determined by linear-in-T

fits to the data below 1 K) subtracted, displaying non-Fermi liquid behavior (lines represent

ρ− ρ0 = A′Tα fits with constant α to the data below 12 K).
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Figure 3: THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. (A) Real

part of optical conductivity Re(σ) vs frequency at different temperatures (bottom to top: 250,

150, 80, 60, 40, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 3, 1.4 K), with corresponding dc values marked as zero-

frequency points. Curves below 250 K (and the respective dc values) are successively offset by

6 × 105 Ω−1m−1 for clarity. (B) ω/T scaling, with a critical exponent of α ≈ 1, revealed by

Re[σin(ω)] · Tα isotherms plotted vs ~ω/(kBT ) collapsing onto a single curve for temperatures

T ≤ 15 K and frequencies below 2 THz. Inset: Normalized deviation between the different

isotherms as a function of α, revealing best scaling for α = 1.03.
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Figure 4: Illustration of quantum critical charge fluctuations emerging from Kondo disen-

tanglement. Tuning a heavy fermion metal with a non-thermal parameter δ, which microscop-

ically corresponds to the ratio of Kondo to RKKY coupling, from an antiferromagnetic ground

state with local moment order (bottom left box; circle and arrows represent Fermi sphere and

local moments, respectively) to a Kondo entangled paramagnet (bottom right box; the anti-

ferromagnetic Kondo exchange JK favors the formation of a Kondo singlet between the lo-

cal moment S, represented as arrow, and the spin of the conduction electrons c†σc, i.e., the

particle-hole excitation of the Fermi sea in the spin-triplet channel) creates quantum critical

charge fluctuations in the excitation spectrum (top boxes, see main text).
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Materials and Methods

A. Growth of YbRh2Si2 thin films on Ge by molecular beam epitaxy

Whereas bulk poly- (35,36) and single crystals (15,37–40) of YbRh2Si2 have been synthesized

by various techniques, the growth of thin films of this material has not been reported. Some bulk

crystals, in particular with layered structures, can be lapped into thin samples, but for YbRh2Si2

thicknesses of about 10µm reached by polishing down bulk single crystals are much larger than

the limit of about 300 nm we estimate for THz transmission experiments on this compound.

The bottom up growth of thin films is thus needed for our study.

The technique of choice is molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). We used a Riber Compact 21

MBE system with a growth chamber equipped with two Telemark electron beam evaporation

sources for Rh (American Elements, 99.95%) and Si (Dr. Eberl MBE-Komponenten GmbH, re-

sistivity > 1000 Ωcm), and a low-temperature Knudsen cell for Yb (Ames Laboratory, 99.9%).

Inficon quartz thickness monitors as well as a Hiden HAL 114-XBS RC mass spectrometer

measure the deposition rates from the two electron beam sources independently. The Knudsen

cell beam equivalent pressure is measured by a retractable ion gauge. The growth chamber is

pumped to the low 10−10 torr range, as monitored by a chamber ion gauge. The total growth

rate is limited to avoid (i) spitting behavior of the Rh target at higher powers and (ii) the full

melting of the Si target in the carbon crucible because the solubility of carbon in liquid Si (41)

would introduce impurities if the two were in direct contact.

To set the relative growth rates for achieving the correct 1:2:2 stoichiometry we used feed-

back from inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (Sect. B) on grown films.

Typical growth conditions were beam equivalent pressures of 1.3×10−8 torr for Yb, and growth

rates of 0.072 Å/s for Si and 0.055 Å/s for Rh as measured by the quartz monitors. Adjusted for

the difference in distance to the substrate, this corresponds to a total growth rate of 13 nm/hr.
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We selected Ge [fcc, a = 5.658 Å (42)] as the substrate, because its nearest neighbor dis-

tance a′ = a
√

2/2 = 4.00081 Å has a lattice mismatch with the lattice parameter of YbRh2Si2

[a = 4.011 Å (39)] of only a 0.25% (see Fig. 1A for a sketch of the matching) and because Ge is

compatible with the targeted MBE growth conditions. A rough estimate of the critical thickness

of the metastable regime, beyond which strained epitaxial layers may relax into a polycrystalline

state, is determined by dividing the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the film, |~b| = a/
√

2,

by the lattice mismatch (43, 44), yielding 111 nm. Up to this thickness, pseudomorphic growth

of YbRh2Si2 on Ge(100) should thus be possible, which is suitable for our purpose.

3-inch epi-ready Ge substrates were cleaved into quarters and subjected to thermal oxide

desorption at 500◦C for 2 hours. Prior to each growth, the substrate and material sources were

stabilized for a minimum of 2 hours. The growth temperature was 300◦C as measured by a

thermocouple positioned at the substrate heater.

B. Structural and analytical film characterization

High-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) with a PANalytical X’Pert system was performed

on all films. The system was optimized around the Ge (004) peak and an ω − 2θ scan was then

recorded. The resulting scans (see Fig. 1B for a typical diffractogram) showed only a single

phase in addition to the Ge substrate. The locations of the peaks associated with this phase

correspond to the (00l) peaks of YbRh2Si2 as expected for epitaxial film growth.

A LeBail analysis of the diffraction pattern revealed a lattice parameter c = 9.8735 Å which

is 0.1% larger than the literature data of 9.858 Å ≤ c ≤ 9.862 Å (45). This analysis was done

with PANalytical’s HighScore Plus and is similar to a Rietveld refinement, taking into account

only the peak positions and disregarding the intensities of the peaks.

The determination of the chemical composition of the films was accomplished by induc-

tively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The samples were cleaved
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into multiple pieces to allow for the averaging of several runs, and each piece was fully dis-

solved in a mixture of nitric acid and 10% hydrofluoric acid for enough time to ensure that the

film was dissolved. The prepared solutions were then diluted and measured in a Thermo Scien-

tific iCAP 6500 RAD spectrometer. Liquid standards of the individual elements were prepared

to calibrate the apparatus. The measured Yb:Rh:Si stoichiometry is 19.9:42.2:37.9 in at%, and

1:2.1:1.9 in atomic ratio. Due to the limited accuracy of this technique (±5 %) this is consistent

with a fully stoichiometric sample.

C. Transmission electron microscopy

Atomic resolution high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy

(HAADF-STEM) images were acquired in a double aberration corrected FEI Titan Themis

(S)TEM operated at 200 keV. The TEM specimen, with a thickness of less than 50 nm, was

prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The technique of in-situ lift-out was applied in

a FEI Helios DualBeam workstation. To minimize effects of the damage caused by the 30 keV

Ga ion beam during the thinning process, the surfaces of the thinned sample were subsequently

polished with a low-energy (2 keV) Ga ion beam.

The HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 1C) clearly shows high-quality epitaxial growth of the

YbRh2Si2 film on the (45◦ rotated) Ge substrate. The HAADF signal is approximately pro-

portional to atomic number square (Z2), and therefore the Yb, Rh, Si, and Ge atomic columns

are clearly distinguishable. The interface is remarkably sharp, with minimal (if any) atomic

intermixing (Fig. 1D). The overlays shown in Fig. 1C demonstrate how perfectly the complex

YbRh2Si2 lattice is formed. The visualizations of the crystal structures were prepared with

VESTA 3 (46), which is provided free of charge for academic use.
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D. Electrical resistivity

Electrical resistivity measurements were done in a Quantum Design PPMS Model 6000 sys-

tem with 3He option using the internal resistance bridge to measure the resistivity between 0.5

and 300 K using the van der Pauw technique. The low frequency (17 Hz) of the measurement

ensures that these data represent the dc limit. Contacts were made by wire bonding of 25µm

thick gold wires directly onto the film surface. A measurement current of 10µA was used and

confirmed not to lead to self-heating at the lowest measurement temperatures.

E. THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy

In contrast to previous infrared optical conductivity studies that relied on reflection geometry

measurements on bulk crystals and subsequent Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation (20), we

performed direct phase-resolved THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy measurements

on MBE-grown YbRh2Si2 thin film samples, from which the real and imaginary part of the

complex optical conductivity can be directly determined without making assumptions related

to the KK relation.

The samples were mounted in a liquid He cryostat with a variable temperature range of

1.4 − 300 K. THz pulses were generated from a nonlinear (110) zinc telluride crystal pumped

by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (1 kHz, 0.9 mJ, 775 nm, 200 fs, Clark-MXR, Inc., CPA-

2001) via optical rectification. A small portion of the laser beam was split to form the probe

path. The probe beam was delayed by a mechanical stage, and incident onto a piece of detection

zinc telluride crystal together with the transmitted THz beam for probing the THz electric field

via the electro-optic sampling method.

In the THz time-domain technique, the THz electric field measured as a function of time

can provide both amplitude and phase information. Thus, for a thin film sample whose thick-

ness is much smaller than the THz wavelength and skin depth, both the real (Fig. 3A) and the
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imaginary part (Fig. S2) of the optical conductivity can be obtained. The real part is responsible

for the THz wave attenuation whereas the imaginary part is typically interpreted as wave phase

delay. In the thin film approximation, the complex optical conductivity of the thin film can be

expressed as

σ =
(1 + nsub)[1− Es(ω)/Eref(ω)]Y0

d · Es(ω)/Eref(ω)
(S1)

where nsub is the refractive index of the substrate, ω is the THz angular frequency, Es(ω) and

Eref(ω) are the Fourier-transformed frequency domain complex electric fields of the THz waves

passing through the film on the substrate and through the bare substrate, respectively, Y0 is the

vacuum admittance, and d is thin film thickness.

In this limit, the real part Re[σ(ω)] is measured to higher accuracy than the imaginary part

Im[σ(ω)], which is why we have focused on Re[σ(ω)] in the dynamical scaling analysis. Sys-

tematic errors on Im[σ(ω)] are due to the following effects: Firstly, because the film thickness

is much smaller than the THz wavelengths, the phase shift of a transmitted THz wave is small.

Secondly, the background lattice polarization of the sample is superimposed on the electronic

response to give the total Im[σ(ω)]. And finally, even small thickness differences between the

sample substrate and the empty substrate used for reference measurements can lead to sizeable

errors in Im[σ(ω)]. Either of the latter two effects may be responsible for the negative values

of Im[σ(ω)] we observe at the highest temperatures. By contrast, the Re[σ(ω)] data agree well

with the dc electrical conductivity even at high temperatures, confirming that Re[σ(ω)] is robust

against these effects.

Using hν/(2π) ≡ kBT to convert the energy of THz radiation into a thermal energy (47,48),

our THz frequency range of 0.23 to 2.6 THz corresponds to 1.75 to 20 K. Our criterion for the

low-frequency cutoff is that the incident THz signal must be at least two orders of magnitude

larger than the noise floor. Our experiments probe YbRh2Si2 down to an effective minimum
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energy scale Emin =
√

(2πkBTmin)2 + (~ωmin)2 that is a factor of 2.3 smaller than that reached

in Ref. 20. Together with the high precision of our optical conductivity measurements, this

allows for the robust quantum critical scaling analysis we have demonstrated here, which has

remained elusive in previous investigations of heavy fermion bulk materials (49) and MBE-

grown thin films (50–53).

F. Residual resistivity correction

For the dc resistivity ρ(T ), a subtraction of the residual resistivity can be readily done: The

usual approach is to plot the resistivity on a Tα plot that stretches out the curve to a straight

line (in the case of α = 1, this is simply a linear-linear plot with ρ = ρ0 + A′T ). The residual

resistivity ρ0 can be read off such plots as the y-intercept. The basis for this assignment is

Matthiessen’s rule, which states that the residual scattering rate 1/τres (due to static disorder

or lattice defects) and the intrinsic scattering rate 1/τin (that in YbRh2Si2 below about 15 K is

dominated by quantum critical fluctuations) are additive.

To generalize the Matthiessen rule to the complex optical conductivity

σ(ω, T ) = Re[σ(ω, T )] + i Im[σ(ω, T )] , (S2)

we suggest the form

σ−1in (ω, T ) = σ−1(ω, T )− σ−1res(ω) , (S3)

where the subscripts in and res denote intrinsic and residual, respectively. σ−1res(ω) is the finite-

frequency generalization of the residual resistivity, for which we assume the Drude form

σ−1res(ω) =
1− i ωτres

σ0
with σ0 =

ne2τres
m

(S4)

that was shown to hold for the heavy fermion compound UPd2Al3 (50). For our critical scaling

analysis of the intrinsic THz and dc data (Fig. 3B, and Fig. S5B on linear scales) with
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Re[σin(ω, T )] · Tα = f(
~ω
kBT

) (S5)

we have used ρ0 = 11.6µΩcm (i.e., σ0 = 8.62 × 106 Ω−1m−1; see caption of Fig. 2) and

n = 2.6 × 1028 m−3 (7) as input parameters, and determined the mass enhancement m/m0

(where m0 is the free electron mass) as well as the power α of the scaling relationship. A

contour plot of the normalized deviation is shown in Fig. S5A. The data scale best (i.e., show

the minimal normalized deviation) at m/m0 ≈ 130 and α ≈ 1. The mass enhancement, that

we attribute to the (non-critical) heavy fermion background contribution, is in good agreement

with values estimated from an extended Drude analysis of far-infrared data of a bulk YbRh2Si2

single crystal (20). Importantly, the evidenced energy over temperature scaling, with a critical

exponent α ≈ 1, is anchored by a simple fact: The inverse of the real part of the low-temperature

intrinsic optical conductivity, 1/Re(σin), is approximately linear in frequency (Fig. S4) just as

its dc counterpart is approximately linear in temperature (Fig. 2B).

Finally, we inspect whether dynamical scaling is found also for the imaginary part of the

optical conductivity, as expected from it being Kramers-Kronig related to the real part of the

optical conductivity. As seen in Fig. S6, this is indeed the case. Best collapse is found for the

exponent α = 1.16, which is within about 10% of the value obtained when scaling the real part

(Fig. 3); in view of the larger uncertainty/systematic errors of the imaginary part (see Sect. E for

details) this agreement is satisfying, and demonstrates the internal consistency of our analysis.
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Figure S1: Exponent from dc electrical resistivity of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. Temperature-

dependent exponent α, determined as ∂ log(ρ − ρ0)/∂ log(T ) for the two samples in Fig. 2,

and an additional bulk single crystal (# 2, ρ0 = 0.5µΩcm) (19) for comparison. The exponent

approaches 1 in the low-temperature limit, but falls below 0.9 above about 8 K for our thin

film, and above 11 and 16 K for the two different bulk single crystals (15, 19). Within the

experimental error bar of ∆α ≈ 10%, all data points below 15 K fall in a zone of α = 1.0± 0.1

(grey shading).
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Figure S2: THz time-domain transmission spectroscopy of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. Imag-

inary part of optical conductivity, Im(σ), vs frequency at different temperatures (bottom to top:

250, 150, 80, 60, 40, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 3, 1.4 K). The strong temperature dependence, setting

in below 80 K, echoes the behavior of Re(σ) (Fig. 3A).
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Figure S3: Non-Drude behavior of optical conductivity at low temperatures. Re(σ) is well

described by the Drude model only at high temperatures. Below 60 K, deviations appear at

low frequencies and become increasingly pronounced with decreasing temperature. The fit was

pinned to the data at the highest frequency, to illustrate the physically meaningful situation that

the deviation develops at low frequencies. A fully free Lorentzian fit does not describe the data

anywhere (neither at the low not at the high frequency side; not shown).
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Figure S4: Linear-in-frequency behavior of inverse real part of the intrinsic optical con-

ductivity of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2 at the lowest temperature. 1/Re(σin) is approximately

linear in frequency at 1.4 K, as seen by the good agreement between data (points) and a linear

fit (line).
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Figure S5: Scaling analysis of intrinsic optical conductivity of MBE-grown YbRh2Si2. (A)

Contour plot of the normalized deviation as function of the scaling exponent α and the mass

enhancement m/m0 of the Drude contribution due to the residual resistivity, used to determine

α (and m/m0) for optimum scaling. (B) ω/T scaling of Fig. 3B replotted on linear scales.
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Figure S6: Scaling analysis of the imaginary part of the optical conductivity of MBE-

grown YbRh2Si2. The best scaling of Im(σin) is obtained for α = 1.16, within about 10% of

the value obtained for the scaling of Re(σin).
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